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The first time Kathy Van Neck participated in a formal mentoring 

program, the pairing was a flop. Ms. Van Neck, a compensation 

consultant, met her assigned mentor over lunch one day about six 

years ago. The conversation was perfectly pleasant. But neither person 

knew what to do or say. They never met again. 

"It was very well intentioned," says Ms. Van Neck. But "it was a 

miserable failure." 

Mentoring programs have become popular ways for companies to 

groom their next generation of leaders, particularly for employees 

considered "high potential." Typically, employees are paired with 

more senior employees at their company, though some programs match employees with mentors 

at other firms. Absent clear guidelines, however, such relationships sometimes fizzle out. 

Success depends in large part on laying groundwork, mentoring experts say. At the beginning of 

the relationship, mentoring partners must discuss the logistics of their relationship. They should 

also get to know each other personally and professionally before tackling specific issues. 

Before meeting a mentor for the first time, employees need to analyze their own objectives and 

learning styles, says Lois J. Zachary, founder of Leadership Development Services LLC, a 

Phoenix firm that advises companies on mentoring programs. "It's really about first knowing 

yourself," she says. 

When partners meet for the first time, they should determine the mechanics of their relationship -

- when will they meet, how often, and how will they communicate outside those meetings. 

Without such a plan, a mentoring relationship can "fall on its face very rapidly," says Lori 

Davila, an Atlanta executive coach. 

Partners also need to get to know each other personally. Spending time discussing work styles, 

personalities and personal backgrounds builds trust that will pay off later, says Kimberly Vappie, 

chief operating officer at Menttium Corp., a Minneapolis firm that provides companies with 

mentoring programs. (Dow Jones & Co., publisher of The Wall Street Journal, and Menttium are 

discussing ways to jointly provide training resources to employers; Dow Jones paid a Menttium 

representative to speak to employees of Starcom, a media-buying agency owned by France's 

Publicis Groupe SA.) 

Ms. Van Neck got another shot at an arranged mentoring relationship -- and that time it worked. 

From 2005 to 2006, she participated in a program that paired her with Keith Hauschildt, an 

executive at an insurance company. In their first meeting, they talked about logistics, agreeing to 
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meet one Friday a month for lunch. A few days later, Ms. Van Neck emailed Mr. Hauschildt a 

yearlong schedule of proposed dates. It helped them stay on track; they rarely rescheduled their 

lunch dates. Setting dates far in advance is "critical to that commitment," Mr. Hauschildt says. 

In their first meeting, they also discussed personal backgrounds and work styles. They talked 

about where they grew up, their families and their career paths. They learned they both have 

nonconfrontational work styles, and that they both tend to trust people until others break that 

trust. 

The conversation made Ms. Van Neck feel comfortable opening up to her mentor. "We could 

move as quickly as we wanted to into the heart of the matter. We didn't have to continually get to 

know each other," she says. The groundwork at their first meeting "helped set the foundation." 

That proved invaluable when Ms. Van Neck talked with Mr. Hauschildt about the prospect of 

becoming a principal at her firm. She had two young children and was worried about balancing 

work and family. "He finally just looked at me and said, 'Kathy, do you want this or not?' " Ms. 

Van Neck says. "I said, 'I think so,' and he said, 'You need to more than just think so.' " 

He pointed out that her bosses would sense any hesitation on her part, and probably wouldn't 

select her for the role. He knew she had a tendency to evaluate all sides and perspectives of an 

issue, which sometimes made her seem as though she wasn't being assertive or self-confident 

enough. "You have to understand [the person's] personality in order to make suggestions," Mr. 

Hauschildt says. 

Ms. Van Neck reassessed the image she was projecting. She decided she did want to be a 

principal, and got it. "I made a conscious effort to become more confident in the way I was 

coming across," she says. 

She felt comfortable asking Mr. Hauschildt for advice on more nitty-gritty matters as well. She 

wanted her firm to host a networking conference for participants and alumni of the mentoring 

program. She needed senior managers to approve the event and a modest amount of funding. She 

typed up a proposal and sent it to Mr. Hauschildt. He suggested she spell out the benefits for her 

firm more directly. She did, in five straightforward points. 

"What we had set forth early on helped us very naturally and quickly get into the other issues we 

needed to deal with," Ms. Van Neck says. 

 

 


